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Optimization of Semi-Dynamic Lightpath
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Abstract— In this paper, we study the Routing and Wavelength
Assignment (RWA) problem in a semi-dynamic scenario where
rearrangements are conducted in a series of sessions after traffic
demands vary. Unlike pure static RWA problems, each rearrange-
ment scheme must consider established lightpaths in the previous
session. A novel formulation of the WDM network rearrange-
ment problem is used to minimize rejected new demands and
rerouted lightpaths. This is done by coordinating the re-routing
of existing lightpaths with the adaptation to varying demands.
The Lagrangean Relaxation and Subgradient Method (LRSM)
has been successfully used to solve the problem along with
fairness consideration. The superior performance and reduced
computation complexity of our algorithm are demonstrated in
sample networks. In addition, we evaluate the benefit of using
wavelength converters in a WDM network rearrangement. In
contrast to previous studies with conclusions that wavelength
converters are of little value in the static RWA problem, we
show that wavelength converters improve network performance
in a WDM network rearrangement.

Index Terms— RWA, optimization, fairness, semi-dynamic,
Lagrangean relaxation, subgradient.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN wavelength-routed Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(WDM) networks, lightpaths need to be re-routed in re-

sponse to traffic pattern changes, network failures or new
network resource installations. When compared with the pure
static Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) problem,
the lightpath rearrangement problem features a strong corre-
lation between the existing and the projected RWA settings.
Taking such correlation into account, the WDM network
rearrangement problem has been studied in different scenar-
ios, e.g., survivable re-routing [1], pure RWA rearrangement
[2], single-hop broadcast network rearrangement [3], virtual
topology rearrangement in ring networks [4], dynamic virtual
topology adaptation in response to measured load imbalance
[5], heuristics based virtual topology migration [6, 7, 8],
and virtual topology design to minimize average packet hop
distance [3]. As an extension of the static RWA problem we
study the network rearrangement problem at the all-optical
layer by minimizing the number of transitions given the
physical network capacity/topology matrix, RWA matrix of
existing lightpaths and the new lightpath demand matrix.
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A WDM network rearrangement scheme usually consists
of three phases [9]: i) using a rearrangement policy to decide
whether rearrangement should be conducted; ii) selecting a
new RWA setting based on a certain optimization objective;
and iii) migrating from the current setting to a new RWA
setting. We focus on the second phase in this paper, i.e., an
algorithm to choose a new RWA setting. We assume that
the rearrangement is triggered when a traffic threshold is
exceeded or at a fixed time period (e.g., monthly or weekly).
Our approach assumes that the transition from an existing
RWA setting to a new setting is accomplished in a centralized
manner as opposed to a distributed approach of deciding the
lightpaths one at a time.

We study an off-line optimization process (i.e., not real-
time), where lightpath demands are processed in batches. For
every batch of lightpath demands, a lightpath rearrangement
session is conducted. A network is required to remain un-
changed until the next rearrangement, i.e., no lightpath is
established or removed before the next rearrangement. New
lightpath demands are accumulated for processing in the
next rearrangement session. In every rearrangement session,
lightpath demands are accepted based on the overall network
resource availability, the new traffic pattern and the optimiza-
tion objectives. To provision for newly accepted lightpath
demands, existing lightpaths may have to be re-routed. Note
that the WDM network rearrangement problem is different
from the static or dynamic RWA problems. In a static RWA
problem, the existing lightpaths are free to be re-routed for
each rearrangement. However, in real network operations, a
WDM network rearrangement scheme has to maintain existing
lightpaths as much as possible, or it will cause disruptions
to upper-layer traffic. In a dynamic RWA problem, lightpath
demands arrive one-by-one and leave after a service time
period. When a lightpath demand arrives, a decision has to
be made immediately on whether the lightpath demand is
accepted or rejected (blocked). Dynamic RWA is an online
process, which generally does not allow re-routing of existing
lightpaths.

One key issue of the WDM network rearrangement problem
is to coordinate a new RWA setting with the existing one.
A two-step rearrangement design approach was proposed in
[10], where the first step is to find a new RWA setting that
best matches a new traffic pattern, and the second step is to
modify the obtained new RWA setting, so that it requires the
least changes from the existing RWA setting. As a variation of
this procedure, the second step was changed in [5] to choose
the RWA setting that requires the least number of lightpaths.
A multi-objective evolutionary algorithm was proposed by
integrating the two steps into one dominant objective [11]
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of achieving an optimum RWA performance (e.g., minimal
blocking). However, the algorithm proposed [11] is heuristic-
based. Since it is not a systematic optimization procedure, no
bound can be obtained for the algorithmic performances, and
thus there is no way to know how close the final value is to the
optimum. Therefore the achievability of the overall objectives
cannot be evaluated. For all the two-step approaches and their
variations, a major challenge is to find the very limited number
of RWA settings (out of many possibilities) to achieve the best
RWA performance. As a result, the rearrangement options are
very much limited when the first priority is set to the best RWA
performance as in an independent static RWA by ignoring
the correlations. Potentially, many rearrangement options that
require much fewer changes (at a cost of a marginal increase
in traffic blocking) are excluded right from the beginning
because they cannot achieve the questionable objective of
the best RWA performance. Moreover, within a two-step
framework, it is difficult to study the tradeoffs between the
performance of a new RWA setting and the changes from
the existing RWA setting. A heuristic solution was proposed
aiming at optimizing the two steps at the same time [12],
but without considering the re-routing of existing lightpaths.
Thus, the tradeoffs between the re-routing and the rejection
of lightpath demands cannot be studied. The congestion relief
and fairness for node pairs were not considered in [12] either.
This challenge has motivated us to provide a solution to study
their tradeoffs. Unlike other heuristic-based approaches, our
algorithm provides a good theoretical bound to evaluate the
optimality of the result. Our formulation is link-based, as
opposed to the path-based formulation proposed in [12]. In
the path-based formulation, the paths have to be pre-selected
and the selection of the paths is an optimization problem by
itself.

In one study of a broadcast WDM network rearrangement
problem [3], the optimization objective was to maximize
the rearrangement gain, which is the difference between a
performance reward and the rearrangement cost. The per-
formance bound was compared to the one derived from
a greedy algorithm. In solving a predication-based on-line
traffic rearrangement problem [6], the rearrangement gain of
a wavelength-routed WDM network was used. However, it
is still unknown how the network rearrangement schemes
perform in a wavelength-routed WDM network, because no
performance bound has been discovered yet. Although per-
formance rewards and rearrangement costs were modeled as
conflicting objectives in a wavelength-routed WDM network
[2], its stochastic search-based algorithm cannot guarantee
the convergence and hence the optimality of its result. Its
informal formulation has prevented the development of formal
mathematical solutions.

In this paper, we would like to quantitatively study the per-
formance gain of using a limited number of wavelength con-
verters with a limited conversion range in the WDM network
rearrangement. To the best of our knowledge, the impact of a
limited number and conversion range of wavelength converters
has not been fully studied in the context of WDM network
rearrangement. The previous studies on WDM network re-
arrangement assume either full wavelength conversion at all
nodes [1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 11], or no wavelength conversion at all [4,

8, 12]. Unlike the static RWA problem where the wavelength
conversion only demonstrates a marginal contribution [13, 14],
the real value of wavelength conversion in the WDM network
rearrangement will be demonstrated in this paper.

The inherent complexity of the WDM network rearrange-
ment problem requires advanced optimization algorithms. The
majority of previous studies use either heuristics [5, 8, 10, 12],
or a branch-and-bound approach based on linear programming
relaxation available from many commercial tools such as
CPLEX [7], or other methods such as a stochastic searching-
based genetic algorithm [2]. Although useful observations
are made from the study of small-scale networks, no gen-
eral conclusions can be made about the optimality of the
suboptimal solution for large networks [7]. Moreover, no
performance bound is available for the previous approaches
when applied to large-scale networks. Performance bounds
have been derived only in special cases, e.g., for a network
with limited tunability [15] and for a broadcast network
[3]. Recently, the Lagrangean Relaxation and Subgradient
Methods (LRSM) have demonstrated its potential in solving
large-scale optimization problems such as the static RWA
problem [13, 16, 17], the virtual path planning and packet
routing problems in a layered network [18], and the two-layer
routing problem [19, 20]. For example, the pure static RWA
problem in a mesh network with limited wavelength conver-
sion capability was studied in [13]. A link-based formulation
was proposed, considering the fairness of demand acceptance
among different node pairs. The LRSM framework was used
to solve the proposed RWA problem. Great computational
efficiency has been demonstrated when compared with other
existing algorithms. Despite the advances made by the LRSM
in the static RWA problems, the rearrangable network in the
real world cannot directly adopt the same approach, because
the static RWA assumes that all the existing lightpaths can be
freely re-routed in the rearrangement.

We would like to study the WDM network rearrangement
problem in a semi-dynamic scenario. A special considera-
tion is made to co-ordinate a new RWA setting with the
existing one. We shall optimize the demand rejection, the
rearrangement, and the network congestion, as well as the
fairness among node pairs. We shall also address the load-
balancing, as a proactive traffic engineering technique, because
it can preserve critical network resources for future lightpath
demands. Fundamentally, a WDM network rearrangement
scheme is a reactive traffic engineering technique. When the
proactive traffic engineering technique is integrated with such
reactive traffic engineering technique, better long-term perfor-
mance can be achieved. By extending the work presented in
[13], we propose a penalty-based Integer Linear Programming
(ILP) formulation by incorporating the correlation of two
consecutive rearrangement sessions. We use the same policy
as [12, 21], which stipulates no bandwidth reduction for a
given node pair, unless the lightpath demand for the node pair
is reduced in the new session. Our formulation allows the
application of our LRSM solution framework, which has been
proved to be highly effective.

Specifically, the main contributions of this paper are the
following:

1) A new formal model correlating the existing and the
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projected new RWA settings: the rearrangement gain is
modeled as minimizing the penalty for rejecting light-
path demands and re-routing existing lightpaths. When
selecting lightpath demands to be established in a RWA
rearrangement session, we guarantee that the number of
lightpaths for a given node pair is not reduced unless the
lightpath demand between the node pair is reduced.

2) The unification of the classical static RWA problem [13]
(where existing lightpaths are freely re-routed) and the
semi-dynamic RWA problem: this is done by introducing
the re-routing penalty coefficient.

3) The improvement on the fairness of lightpath demands
among different node pairs: we develop an approach to
fairly treat lightpath demands when insufficient network
resources result in the dropping of some lightpath de-
mands. With our fairness improvement, less node pairs
suffer from excessive bandwidth shortage, and network
resources are fairly allocated to all node pairs.

4) The enhancement of network load-balancing in a lightly-
loaded network: our approach minimizes the utilization
of the most demanding link so that lightpath demands are
spread into the network in a balanced manner.

5) An optimization algorithm based on the LRSM: un-
like heuristic-based approaches, our algorithm provides
the theoretical performance bound and a feasible near-
optimal solution at the same time. The duality gap,
which indicates the optimality of a near-optimal solution,
is well controlled. Our approach demonstrates excellent
performance and high efficiency.

6) The demonstration of much greater benefit of using wave-
length converters in the WDM network rearrangement
(when comparing to the static RWA problems): we inves-
tigate the performance gain when using limited number
of wavelength converters with a limited conversion range.
To our best knowledge, we are the first to quantitatively
demonstrate the advantages of having wavelength conver-
sion in a semi-dynamic WDM networks for simplifying
the network operations, administration and management.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, network
model and assumptions are introduced. The WDM network
rearrangement problem is formulated in Section III. An
LRSM-based solution method is provided in Section IV. The
optimization algorithm is detailed in Section V. The results
of numerical tests are presented in Section VI, including a
comparison with previous results and the new performance
evaluation of fairness. We conclude in Section VII.

For the remainder of this paper, the following notations and
variables are used:

eij the physical fiber between node i and node j; eij ∈
E ;

f the number of ‘dummy’ demands, which is equal
to u(X ′

sd–Nsd);
nij an integer representing the number of wavelengths

in the wavelength set Wij . Note that nij = nji;
s, d the source and the destination, respectively, of a

lightpath;
ssdn the nth new lightpath demand between (s, d);
t′sdn the nth existing lightpath between (s, d) from the

previous session;

v the degree of the wavelength conversion;
wijc the cth wavelength channel on physical fiber

eij (0<c≤ nij);
A the set of admission status of all the lightpath

demand matrix, i.e., {αsdn};
Asd the variable set {αsdn}sd, the set of admission

statuses of all the lightpath demands of (s, d);
B the variable set {βsdn};
D the number of source-destination pairs that have

lightpath demands, but are not assigned any light-
path;

Dsdn the total routing dual cost of ssdn;
E the set representing all fiber links in the network;
Fic the number of wavelength converters that convert a

signal from wavelength c to other wavelengths on
node i;

G the penalty coefficient of congestion;
Hsd the integer equal to max(Nsd, X ′

sd);
Ii(c) the set of wavelengths, to which the traffic from

wavelength c can be converted on node i;
N the number of nodes in the network;
Nsd the number of lightpath demands between (s, d);
Psdk defined as (P– (Hsd–k)S), (k ≥ 1), which means

the penalty for rejecting one more lightpath demand
of (s, d) when there are already k-1 lightpaths
demands rejected. If f >0, Psd1 = Psd2 = . . . =
Psdf = 0;

Psd(k) the penalty coefficient for rejecting k lightpath
demands of (s, d), which can be represented by

k∑
h=1

Psdh. Psd(0) = 0;

Q the penalty coefficient for re-routing one existing
lightpath;

S the step size of rejection penalty coefficient for
fairness consideration;

T the overall number of source-destination pairs that
have the lightpath demands;

V the set representing all the nodes in the network;
(V, E) an undirected graph representing the DWDM net-

work;
W the number of wavelengths used in the network;
Wij the wavelength set {wijc, 0<c≤ nij} available in

the physical link eij ;
X ′

sd the number of existing lightpaths between (s, d)
from the previous session;

Z the overall number of ssdn’s in the network;
*αsdn a 0-1 integer variable indicating the admission

status of ssdn, equal to zero, if ssdn is rejected;
one otherwise;

βsdn a 0-1 integer variable indicating the re-routing
status of t′sdn, equal to one, if t′sdn is re-routed;
zero otherwise;

γ a variable representing the congestion on all eij

(0≤γ≤1);
δsdn
ijc a 0-1 integer variable, representing the use of

wavelength channel wijc by lightpath ssdn; (Note)
φsdn

j,ab a 0-1 integer variable, representing the use of
wavelength converters; (Note)
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∆sdn the variable set {δsdn
ijc }sdn, representing the wave-

length assignment for ssdn; (Note)
∆ the variable set {δsdn

ijc }={∆sdn}; (Note)
Φsdn the variable set {φsdn

j,ab }sdn, representing the wave-
length converter assignment for ssdn; (Note)

Φ the variable set {φsdn
j,ab}={Φsdn}. (Note)

Note: We also use an apostrophe to denote the same
variable/set for the lightpaths from the previous rearrangement
session. For example, the notation ∆

′
sdn represents the set

∆sdn of the existing RWA of t
′
sdn from the previous session.

II. NETWORK OPERATIONS, MODELING, AND

ASSUMPTIONS

We consider a general WDM mesh network of N nodes
interconnected by E fibers. Each fiber has W non-interfering
Wavelength Channels (WCs). Two nodes can be logically con-
nected through a lightpath (optical channels) defined to be of a
concatenated sequence of WCs of the same wavelength color
[23]. Since there could be multiple lightpath demands between
any source-destination pair, we allow more than one lightpath
being set up between them. To achieve further flexibility, we
shall allow several lightpaths of different wavelengths (colors)
to be chained together by wavelength converters installed on
the nodes to form a semi-lightpath (denoted by ssdn) [24].
For simplicity, we shall use ‘lightpath’ in this paper to mean
the semi-lightpath from now on.

Some of the most promising all-optical wavelength transla-
tion techniques, such as four-wave mixing in Semiconductor
Optical Amplifiers (SOAs), have strong relations between
the input and output wavelengths [22, 32]. The wavelength
converters based on these technologies have some degree
of wavelength dependency too, and thus we use the limited
wavelength converter structure as that in [13, 14] to model
these relationships. Without loss of generality, we assign the
same index c to all the WCs of the same wavelength color.
The lightpath from a wavelength c can be only converted to
wavelengths in set Ii(c) = {c, c+1, . . . , (c + (v−1))} mod
W , where v is the degree of wavelength conversion and W is
the number of wavelengths supported by the fiber. Note that
other wavelength converter architecture can be formulated in
similar way by defining different Ii(c). We use the current
architecture in order to make a fair comparison with [13, 14].

We shall study dynamic rearrangements of a WDM net-
work with lightpath demands scheduled in batches. For every
scheduled batch of lightpath demands, an RWA rearrangement
session is carried out. The network does not establish or
remove any lightpaths for a period of time until the next
rearrangement session.

We make the following assumptions:

1) All scheduled RWAs of the established lightpaths are
fixed until the next rearrangement session. In the next
session, the demand matrix might change and the net-
work traffic can be re-routed accordingly, by taking into
consideration of the existing network arrangement (i.e.,
the RWAs of the existing lightpaths). This is similar to
other classic static RWA problems like [26].

2) All wavelength converters have a limited (but the same)
conversion degree and a limited capacity.

3) Wavelength converters with the same index in a node
have a share-per-node structure: The signals from the
same wavelength use the same type of converter as in
[27]. The wavelength converters that can convert wave-
length c to other wavelengths have the same index c.

4) The number of converters with the same index in one
node is limited: This will be translated into Constraint
(e) later to make our formulation more practical (although
harder).

5) The WCs are bi-directional: The lights of the same
wavelength can travel in both directions simultaneously.

6) One WC allows at most one lightpath being routed
through in each direction: This will be stipulated by
Constraint (c) later.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The relationship between the number of demands (Nsd)
and the number of existing lightpaths (X ′

sd) between (s, d)
is of great importance to the problem formulation. Therefore
we propose the following Session Coordination Processing
procedure, by relating each new lightpath demand with one
existing lightpath, to formulate the network rearrangement and
to facilitate a decompositional solution approach.

A. Session Coordination Processing

We define new lightpath demands as the demands to be
established (might as well be rejected) in the new session
and existing lightpaths as the lightpaths already established
in the previous session (including those to be abandoned). To
facilitate the illustration, we introduce the variable ssdn to
represent the nth new lightpath demand of source-destination
pair (s, d). Let t′sdn represent the nth existing lightpath of
(s, d). Let αsdn be a 0-1 integer variable, representing the
rejection status of ssdn, i.e., it has a value of 0, if ssdn is
rejected, and 1 if admitted. Note that all existing lightpaths are
the lightpath demands that have been accepted in the previous
session (α’sdn=1). For every (s, d), we denote the number
of new lightpath demands as Nsd and the number of existing
lightpaths as X ′

sd.
Before formulating the problem, we should first understand

the relationship between the capacities of the two sessions. To
ensure that the ‘promised’ capacity from the previous session
does not suddenly ‘disappear’ in the new session, we should
use the following rules:

Rule 1: If the number of new lightpath demands between
(s, d) is more than or the same as the number of existing
lightpaths (i.e., Nsd ≥ X ′

sd), the lightpath demands accepted
in the new session must not be less than the previous session.

Rule 2: If there is less capacity demand in the new session
between (s, d), i.e., Nsd < X ′

sd, the lightpath demands
accepted in the new session have to be equal to Nsd.

These two rules (formulated in Constraint (h) later) avoid
the drastic rearrangement in the optical layer, resulting in
less disturbance in the upper layer traffic and more stable
network performances. Note that when Nsd=0, all existing
lightpaths between (s, d) will be disconnected in the new
session (according to Rule 2).
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One major difficulty of the formulation lies in the fact that
for the same (s, d), X ′

sd is generally different from Nsd, and
we want to accommodate every new lightpath demand with
an existing lightpath in order to relate the two consecutive
sessions. At the same time, the rejection penalty assigning
scheme 1 in [13] cannot be used any more. The reason is
that all new demands ssdn’s for the same (s, d) in [13] are
indistinguishable in that they cannot be differentiated from
each other, while in this paper each ssdn must be identified
by an associated existing lightpath t′sdn taking on a different
wavelength assignment.

To resolve the above difficulty, we introduce a variable
Hsd=max(Nsd, X ′

sd) to relate the two adjacent sessions and to
simplify the description. Because the new lightpath demands
(ssdn’s) between (s, d) are all indistinguishable before they
are associated with any existing lightpath, without losing
generality, when Nsd ≥ X ′

sd, we relate the new lightpath
demand ssdn to an existing lightpath t′sdn, by using the same
index n. Specifically, each new lightpath demand (ssdn), with
the index 0<n≤X’sd, corresponds to the existing lightpath
t′sdn; the s′sdns with X ′

sd <n≤Nsd are not associated with any
existing lightpath. (Hsd=max(Nsd, X ′

sd) = Nsd new lightpath
demands in total) However, if Nsd < X ′

sd, the choice of
which existing lightpaths to disconnect has to be optimized.
In this case, we can create Hsd=max(Nsd, X ′

sd) = X ′
sd new

lightpath demands between (s, d) in the formulation (f =
X ′

sd–Nsd new lightpath demands are ‘dummy’ demands), and
since Constraint (h) requires the eventual number of accepted
lightpath to be equal to Nsd, the optimization result will
not be influenced by introducing more ‘dummy’ demands,
and we can further make the formulation much easier by
just associating every existing lightpath with a new lightpath
demand. Based on the procedure above, we can simply use
Hsd=max(Nsd, X ′

sd) new lightpath demands for every (s, d)
in the formulation.

B. Objective and Constraints

Our formulation is penalty-based by penalizing the rejection
of demands, the re-routing and the congestion. We adopt the
same rejection penalty system introduced in [13] to consider
the fairness, i.e., assigning increasing rejection penalties to
the ssdn’s of the same (s,d). Let Psd(k) be the penalty for
rejecting k lightpath demands of (s, d), Q be the penalty for
re-routing an existing lightpath (in other words, a lightpath is
re-routed), and G be the penalty for the congestion. They are
used to formulate our objective function in the following.

1) Objective Function: Our objective function is to obtain
min

A,B,∆,Φ
{J}, where

J≡ ∑
(s,d)

[
Psd

( ∑
0<n≤Hsd

[1 − αsdn]

)
+

∑
0<n≤Hsd

Q · βsdn

]
+ G · γ (1)

The function J is the overall penalty consisting of the
rejection penalty, the re-routing penalty and the congestion

1We assign in [13] different rejection penalties to each ssdn for the same
(s, d) without differentiation for the fairness consideration.

Fig. 1. The illustration graph of the rejection penalty for s, d.

penalty. The summation of Psd

( ∑
0<n≤Hsd

[1 − αsdn]

)
is the

total rejection penalty for the overall lightpath demand in
the network (See the following paragraph for more detailed
explanations). The summation of Q·βsdn penalizes the overall
rearrangement, where the variable βsdn represents the re-
routing status of an existing lightpath t′sdn corresponding to
an ssdn (see Constraint (g), where βsdn equals one if t′sdn

is re-routed, and 0 otherwise). The third term G·γ in the
objective function represents the penalty for the congestion,
where the variable γ (0≤γ≤1) is defined to be congestion
(similar to [25]) of the network. As seen in Constraint (f)
later, it represents the largest percentage of the WCs used on
all links.

Fig. 1 shows a typical rejection penalty assigning scheme
for an example of an (s, d) with 3 lightpath demands, where
a rejection is penalized increasingly. Specifically, rejecting the
first lightpath carries the least penalty of Psd1=40. Rejecting
the second lightpath demand is penalized more with Psd2=70.
Rejecting the last lightpath demand carries the highest penalty
of Psd3 =100. Our optimization algorithm always tries to
obtain the lowest overall penalty in order to balance the
rejection of the demands among all the (s, d)’s. In order to
reflect the fact that one cannot penalize every ssdn in the
procedure of associating ssdn with the non-identical t′sdn,

we denote Psd(k) =
k∑

h=1

Psdh as the penalty for rejecting

k =
∑

0<n≤Hsd

[1 − αsdn] lightpath demands of (s, d). Taking

Fig. 1 as an example, when
∑

0<n≤Hsd

[1 − αsdn]= 1, we have

Psd(1)=40. Likewise we obtain Psd(2)=110, and Psd(3)=210.
Note that Psd(0) = 0.

In general, when there are k-1 lightpath demands already
rejected, the penalty to reject one more lightpath demand is
Psdk=(P–(Nsd–k)S), where S is a constant rejection penalty
step size. When S = 0, Psd(k) = k × P and no fairness is
considered, i.e., the penalty for rejecting any lightpath demand
is the same. To accommodate the source-destination pairs with
Nsd < X ′

sd (for which there are in total f = X ′
sd- Nsd

‘dummy’ demands), we can simply set Psd1 = Psd2 = . . .
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∑
j∈V

∑
0<c≤nij

δsdn
ijc −

∑
j∈V

∑
0<c≤nji

δsdn
jic =

⎧⎨
⎩

αsdn if i = s,
−αsdn if i = d,

0 otherwise,
∀(s, d), 0 < n ≤ Hsd (2)

= Psdf = 0, so that f demands will be naturally rejected,
resulting in the least overall cost. In summary, one would have
Psdk=(P–(Hsd–k) ·S) and if f >0, Psd1 = Psd2 = . . . = Psdf

= 0.
Please note that the definition of the fairness is very

network-operation-dependent and different fairness objectives
can be achieved by adopting different rejection penalty assign-
ment schemes. For example, if we set the rejection penalty for
one demand to the direct cost (which is the potential increase
of revenue by accepting this demand), we are then maximizing
the overall revenue. On the other hand, the network operator
might also want to consider other kinds of indirect costs, such
as the complaints from the clients for the unfair assignments
or the difficulties of scheduling traffic in the future. By
assigning higher rejection penalty, some demand can be more
difficult to reject than the others, and we can thus achieve
the desired assignment fairness. The basis of our penalty-
based optimization is that each objective (including fairness
and congestion) can be evaluated in cost/money.

For the convenience of our study, we use the same simple
definition as [13, 30] to measure how evenly the traffic
acceptance is distributed among the source-destination pairs
that have lightpath demands. To measure the fairness (accord-
ing our definition) of the scheduling result, we introduce a
performance measure disconnection ratio defined to be D
(the number of source-destination pairs that have lightpath
demands, but are not assigned any lightpath) to T (the overall
number of source-destination pairs that have the lightpath
demands). In essence, this measure gives us an idea on
the percentage of the source-destination pairs (with lightpath
demands) that are totally disconnected.

2) Constraints: The constraints can be classified into Gen-
eral Constraints and Session Relationship Constraints.

General Constraints: General Constraints are used to
confines the network operation in an independent session,
just like those in the classic static RWA problems. Since the
existing lightpaths are the accepted lightpath demands from
the previous session, they conform to the General Constraints.

a) Lightpath flow continuity constraints:
Lightpath continuity means that if a demand is admitted,

the lightpath assigned to it has to be continuous along the
path between the source-destination pair. Since the assigned
lightpath terminates at the two end nodes, we have (2), where
δsdn
ijc is a 0-1 integer variable, which equals to one if WC wijc

is used by ssdn, and zero otherwise. Note that δsdn
ijc equals 0, if

αsdn = 0. If ssdn is accepted, (i.e. αsdn = 1) at the source node
(i = s), there is one unit of flow going out of this node, thus
equation (2) equals 1. At the destination node (i = d), there
is a flow of 1 coming into this node, thus equation (2) equals
–1. Finally, at the intermediate nodes, equation (2) equals 0
due to the conservation of flows. If the ssdn is rejected (i.e.,
αsdn = 0), equation (2) equals 0 at any node.

b) Wavelength conversion constraints:

φsdn
j,ab =

{
1 if ∃m, k ∈ V and b �= a, δsdn

mja = δsdn
jkb = 1,

0 otherwise.
(3)

where φsdn
j,ab is a 0-1 integer variable representing the use of

wavelength converters by ssdn at node j to convert a signal
from wavelength a to wavelength b. The value ‘1’ means
in-use and ‘0’ not-in-use. These constraints are due to the
lightpath flow continuity constraints in (a). They stipulate that
a converter with index a on an intermediate node j is used
only when different wavelengths are assigned to ssdn for the
incoming and outgoing signals at this node.

c) Wavelength channel capacity constraints:∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Hsd

δsdn
ijc ≤ 1 ∀(i, j), 0 < c ≤ nij (4)

These constraints restrict every WC on a fiber to have only
one lightpath routed in the same direction.

d) Limited wavelength conversion degree constraints:

δsdn
ijc =

∑
y∈V

∑
wjyx∈Ij(c)∩Wjy

δsdn
jyx ∀(s, d), 0<n ≤ Hsd , 0<

c≤ nij ;∀(i, j), j �= d, i �= s (5)
These constraints stipulate that a wavelength can only be

converted to a certain set of wavelengths that are allowed by
the wavelength converters and physical links.

e) Converter capacity constraints:∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Hsd

∑
j∈V

∑
0≤a<nij

φsdn
i,ca ≤ Fic ∀i, 0 ≤ c < W (6)

These constraints restrict the number of occupied converters
with an index c in node i to be no more than the number of
the converters available on this node.

f) Link congestion constraints:∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Hsd

∑
0≤c<nij

δsdn
ijc ≤ γ |Wij | , (7)

where Wij denotes the wavelength set available in the physical
link eij , γ represents the congestion (note that 0≤γ≤1) and
| · | denotes the number of elements in the set. Since all
links are assumed to have the same number of wavelengths,
|Wij | = W . These constraints have the same meaning as Wγ=

max
(i,j)

{ ∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Hsd

∑
0≤c<nij

δsdn
ijc

}
. We use this formulation

to facilitate the mathematical solution.
Session Relationship Constraints: Session Relationship

Constraints stipulate the relationship between the two consec-
utive sessions. In other words, the relationship between the
existing lightpaths and the new lightpath demands.

g) Re-routing constraints:

βsdn =
{

1, if ∆sdn �= ∆′
sdn and 0 < n ≤ X ′

sd

0, otherwise
. (8)
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These constraints require βsdn be set to 1, if a re-routing of
an existing lightpath t′sdn take place (i.e., the associated ssdn

takes a different RWA from t′sdn). βsdn is set to 0, if there
is no re-routing or if ssdn is not associated with any existing
lightpath.

h) Non-disconnection constraints:⎧⎨
⎩

∑
0<n≤Nsd

αsdn = Nsd, if Nsd < X ′
sd∑

0<n≤Nsd

αsdn ≥ X ′
sd, if Nsd ≥ X ′

sd
. (9)

These constraints ensure that the bandwidth promised in the
previous session is observed in the new session, by confining
that the existing lightpaths (say t′sdn) can be disconnected in
the new session only when there are less lightpath demands
between (s,d) in the new session. If there are more or the
same number of lightpath demands between (s, d) in the
new session, i.e., Nsd ≥ X ′

sd, the number of accepted new
lightpaths cannot be less than the number of existing lightpaths
(
∑

0<n≤Nsd
αsdn ≥ X ′

sd); if there are less lightpath demands
between (s, d) in the new session, i.e, Nsd < X ′

sd, only (X ′
sd

–Nsd) lightpaths should be disconnected (
∑

0<n≤Nsd
αsdn =

Nsd).

IV. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

By properly relaxing some constraints, we will derive in this
section the DP (Dual Problem), which can be decomposed into
independent subproblems.

A. The LR Solution Procedure

We first use the Lagrange multipliers ξijc, λic, πij to
relax respectively the wavelength channel capacity constraints
(c), converter capacity constraints (e) and link congestion
constraints (f). This leads to the following Lagrangean DP
(Dual Problem):

max
ξ,λ,π≥0

q = min
A,B,∆,Φ,γ

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
(s,d)

[Psd

⎛
⎝ ∑

0<n≤Hsd

[1 − αsdn]

⎞
⎠

+
∑

0<n≤Hsd

Qβsdn + Gγ]

+
∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

ξijc(
∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Hsd

δsdn
ijc − 1)

+
∑
i∈V

∑
0≤c<W

λic(
∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Hsd

∑
j∈V

∑
0≤a<nij

φsdn
i,ca − Fic)

+
∑
(i,j)

πij(
∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Hsd

∑
0≤c<nij

δsdn
ijc − γW ),

subject to the constraints (a), (b), (d), (g) and (h), where ξ, λ,
π are respectively the vectors of Lagrange multipliers {ξijc},
{λic}, {πij}.

After regrouping the relevant terms, the dual function leads
to the following problem:

min
A,B,∆,Φ,γ

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
(s,d)

⎡
⎣Psd

⎛
⎝ ∑

0<n≤Hsd

[1 − αsdn]

⎞
⎠

+
∑

0<n≤Hsd

Qβsdn +
∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

δsdn
ijc (ξijc + πij)

+
∑
i∈V

∑
0≤c<W

∑
j∈V

∑
0≤a<nij

λicφ
sdn
i,ca

⎤
⎦

⎫⎬
⎭

−
∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

ξijc −
∑
i∈V

∑
0≤c<W

λicFjc + γ(G − W
∑
(i,j)

πij}.

(10)
By using the fact that δsdn

ijc = αsdnδsdn
ijc , φsdn

i,ca = αsdnφsdn
i,ca

and βsdn=αsdnβsdn, we can rewrite (10) as:

min
A,B,∆,Φ,γ

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
(s,d)

⎡
⎣Psd

⎛
⎝ ∑

0<n≤Hsd

[1 − αsdn]

⎞
⎠

+
∑

0<n≤Hsd

αsdn(Qβsdn

+
∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

(ξijc + πij)δsdn
ijc

+
∑
i∈V

∑
0≤c<W

∑
j∈V

∑
0≤a<nij

λicφ
sdn
i,ca)

+γ(G−W
∑
(i,j)

πij)−
∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

ξijc −
∑
i∈V

∑
0≤c<W

λicFjc

⎫⎬
⎭ .

Since the last two terms are independent of the decision
variables, the problem can be further simplified as:

min
A,B,∆,Φ

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
(s,d)

⎡
⎣Psd

⎛
⎝ ∑

0<n≤Hsd

[1 − αsdn]

⎞
⎠

+
∑

0<n≤Hsd

αsdn(Qβsdn +
∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

(ξijc + πij)δsdn
ijc

+
∑
i∈V

∑
0≤c<W

∑
j∈V

∑
0≤a<nij

λicφ
sdn
i,ca)

+ min
γ

⎧⎨
⎩γ(G − W

∑
(i,j)

πij)

⎫⎬
⎭

=
∑
(s,d)

min
Asd

⎧⎨
⎩Psd

⎛
⎝ ∑

0<n≤Hsd

[1 − αsdn]

⎞
⎠

+
∑

0<n≤Hsd

[αsdn · min
βsdn,∆sdn,Φsdn

(Qβsdn

+
∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

(ξijc + πij)δsdn
ijc

+
∑
i∈V

∑
0≤c<W

∑
j∈V

∑
0≤a<nij

λicφ
sdn
i,ca)]

+ min
γ

⎧⎨
⎩γ(G − W

∑
(i,j)

πij)

⎫⎬
⎭ , (11)

which we shall refer to as RP (Relaxed Problem).
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Fig. 2. Schematic depiction of the overall algorithm.

B. RWSS and CGSS

We can see that RP is composed of two minimization
subproblem sets. The first subproblem set RWSS (RWA
Subproblem Set) is

∑
(s,d)

min
Asd

⎧⎨
⎩Psd

⎛
⎝ ∑

0<n≤Hsd

[1 − αsdn]

⎞
⎠

+
∑

0<n≤Hsd

[αsdn · min
βsdn,∆sdn,Φsdn

(Qβsdn

+
∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

(ξijc + πij)δsdn
ijc

+
∑
i∈V

∑
0≤c<W

∑
j∈V

∑
0≤a<nij

λicφ
sdn
i,ca)], (12)

subject to the constraints (a), (b), (d), (g) and (h). RWSS
can be decomposed into source-destination-level sub-problems
(denoted as SDSsd), each corresponding to one (s, d):

SDSsd = min
Asd

⎧⎨
⎩Psd

⎛
⎝ ∑

0<n≤Hsd

[1 − αsdn]

⎞
⎠

+
∑

0<n≤Hsd

αsdn · Isdn, (13)

where Isdn (corresponding to every ssdn) is defined as shown
in (14), subject to the constraints (a), (b), (d), and (g). In
RWSS, there are altogether Z lightpath-level subproblems
(Isdn’s).

In the subproblem set CGSS (Congestion Subproblem Set),
there is only one subproblem:

min
0≤γ≤1

{γ(G − W
∑
(i,j)

πij)} (15)

V. THE LRSM FRAMEWORK

The overall solution architecture is based on the LRSM
framework and can be described in Fig. 2. The LRSM
[13] basically solves the relaxed dual problem iteratively by
adjusting the Lagrange multipliers. The feasible optimization
result is obtained by applying the heuristic algorithm to the
dual solution in every iteration. The algorithm stops when the
stopping criterion is satisfied. We have modified and extended
the LRSM framework by solving two independent subproblem
sets in the DP, and developed a heuristic algorithm to obtain a
feasible solution based on the dual solution. We will provide
these details while summarizing the essentials.

A. Solving RWSS and CGSS

The overall dual problem is optimized when the two sub-
problem sets (i.e., RWSS and CGSS) are optimized separately.
Each subproblem in RWSS corresponds to one lightpath
demand. CGSS has only a single subproblem of solving the
congestion problem.

1) Solving RWSS: We first solve the Isdn in (14) without
considering Constraint (h) or αsdn. After we obtain the results
of all Isdn’s for a particular (s, d), we launch a sorting process
for the corresponding SDSsd to comply with Constraint (h)
and optimize on αsdn. We repeat that for all (s, d).

In order to solve the subproblem introduced in Section IV-
B, we can rewrite Isdn in (14) as:

Isdn ≡ min
βsdn

{Qβsdn + min
∆sdn,Φsdn

{Dsdn}}, (16)

subject to the constraints (a), (b), (d), and (g), where
Dsdn =

∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

(ξijc + πij)δsdn
ijc

+
∑
i∈V

∑
0≤c<W

∑
j∈V

∑
0≤a<nij

λicφ
sdn
i,ca)}.

This can be solved by adapting the Modified Minimum Cost
Lightpath (MMCSLP) in [13]. The overall solution to RWSS
are depicted in Step A and Step B below.

Step A: Solve all Isdn’s first.
A.1): Construct the wavelength graph of the network

(see Part B of [13]).
A.2): Find a shortest path between the source and the

destination columns using the MCSLP algorithm
(see Part C of [13]) to get min

∆sdn,Φsdn

{Dsdn}.

A.3): Check the dual cost,
D′

sdn =
∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤X′

ij

(ξijc + πij)δ′ijc
sdn

+
∑
i∈V

∑
0≤c<W

∑
j∈V

∑
0≤a<X′

ij

λicφ
′
i,ca

sdn)} for the t′sdn.

A.4): If D′
sdn < Q + min

∆sdn,Φsdn

{Dsdn},

A.4.1): set ∆sdn = ∆′
sdn and βsdn = 0 (i.e., use the

RWA of the existing lightpath).
Set Isdn = min

∆sdn,Φsdn

{Dsdn}.

A.4.2): Otherwise, set βsdn = 1 and
Isdn = Q + min

∆sdn,Φsdn

{Dsdn}. The tie is broken

arbitrarily.
After the Isdn value for every ssdn is obtained, we sort

for every (s, d) to solve SDSsd, in order to comply with
Constraint (h) and to optimize on αsdn. The following is the
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Isdn = min
βsdn,∆sdn,Φsdn

⎧⎨
⎩Qβsdn +

∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

(ξijc + πij)δsdn
ijc +

∑
i∈V

∑
0≤c<W

∑
j∈V

∑
0≤a<nij

λicφ
sdn
i,ca

⎫⎬
⎭ , (14)

sorting process, where k is a temporary variable, representing
the number of demands rejected for (s, d).

Step B: (Sorting all (s, d)).
B.1): Sort all ssdn’s in a particular (s, d) with respect to the

Isdn value obtained from Step A. Initialize all αsdn=0,
k=0.

B.2): If Nsd ≥ X ′
sd, continue with Step B.3).

Otherwise go to Step B.5).
B.3): Set the X ′

sdssdn’s with the lowest Isdn values accepted
(set αsdn=1).

B.4): If all ssdn’s have been calculated, go to Step B.6).
B.4.1): Otherwise, for the rest ssdn’s, find the one with

the highest Isdn value (A tie is broken
arbitrarily).

B.4.2): If Isdn > Psdk, set k = k+1 and αsdn=0.
Go to Step B.4).

B.4.3): Otherwise set αsdn=1.
Go to Step B.4).

B.5): If Nsd < X ′
sd,

B.5.1): Set the Nsdssdn’s with the lowest Isdn values
accepted (set αsdn=1).

B.5.2): Set other ssdn’s rejected (set αsdn=0).
B.6): If not all source-destination pairs are calculated, go to

B.1) for the next (s, d); otherwise finish the DP
minimization.

Through the above procedure, we can solve all SDSsd’s
optimally, and RWSS can thus be optimized.

2) Solving CGSS: To obtain the optimum of the congestion
problem CGSS, we set γ to 0 when G−WΣ(i,j)πij < 0, and
to 1 when G−WΣ(i,j)πij > 0. If G−WΣ(i,j)πij = 0, γ is
set to 0 or 1 arbitrarily.

B. Updating Lagrange Multipliers

Since there are integer variables involved in the formulation,
we now employ the subgradient method [28] to solve the DP
maximization.

The multiplier vector z = (ξ, λ, π) are first updated by the
following formula:

z(h+1) = z(h) + α(h)g(z(h)),

where z(h) denotes the value of vectors z obtained at the hth
iteration, and α(h) denote the step size at the hth iteration.
The vector g(z) is the subgradient of the dual function q with
respect to z, i.e. g(z) ={g(ξ), g(λ), g(π)}. The vectors g(ξ),
g(λ), and g(π) are composed of gijc(ξ), gic(λ), and gij(π)
respectively, where
gijc(ξ) =

∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

δsdn
jic − 1,

gic(λ) =
∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

∑
j∈V

∑
0≤a<nij

φsdn
i,ca − Fic,

Fig. 3. The flowchart of the heuristic algorithm to obtain a feasible solution.

gij(π) =
∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

∑
0≤c<nij

δsdn
ijc − Wγ.

The step size is determined by

α(h) = µ × qU − q(h)

gT (z(h))g(z(h))
, (17)

where qU is an estimate of the optimal solution (which
generally takes the best value of the objective function J
obtained), and q(h) is the value of q at the hth iteration. The
parameters µ and qU are changed adaptively as the algorithm
converges. Convergence can also be sped up by using the
method in [13].

C. Constructing a Feasible RWA Scheme

Since some of the constraints are relaxed by the Lagrange
multipliers, the solution to DP might have an infeasible routing
scheme. In other words, some wavelength channel capacity
constraints in (c), converter capacity constraints in (e), or link
congestion constraints in (f) might have been violated at some
links and nodes. On the other hand, other constraints will not
be violated because this is guaranteed by the solution to RWSS
in (12) and the solution to CGSS in (15).

To construct a feasible routing scheme, a heuristic algorithm
has to be employed to decide which lightpath demands should
be rejected or re-routed and which paths the re-routed lightpath
demands should take. The heuristic we propose is shown in
the flowchart in Fig. 3, which is similar but more complicated
than the structure in [13].

The most prioritized lightpath will be naturally deployed
first to use the critical resources. Given two colliding lightpath
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demands c1 and c2, corresponding to source destination pairs
(s1, d1) and (s2, d2), respectively. For convenience, let c1 <
c2 mean that c1 has a higher priority than c2. Then the
following priority rules are used to determine which lightpath
demands should occupy the ‘critical resources’.

1) If (s1, d1) is different from (s2, d2), then use Rule 2.
Otherwise, if c1 has lower dual cost than c2, then c1 <
c2; and vice versa. The tie is broken arbitrarily.

2) If (s1, d1) has more ‘must-accept’ demands (i.e.,
min(Nsd,X

′
sd)−

∑
0<n≤Nsd

αsdn) to satisfy Constraints (h)

than (s2, d2), then c1 < c2; and vice versa. If c1 = c2,
then use Rule 3.

3) If (s1, d1) has fewer lightpaths accepted than the de-
mands (i.e.,

∑
0<n≤Nsd

αsdn < Nsd) while (s2, d2) does

not, then c1 < c2; and vice versa. If c1 = c2, then use
Rule 4.

4) If c1 is associated with an existing lightpath while c2is
not, then c1 < c2; and vice versa. If c1 = c2, then use
Rule 5.

5) If c1 is accepted in the dual solution while c2 is not, then
c1 < c2; and vice versa. The tie is broken arbitrarily.

After determining the priority, we find a feasible route
based on the dual solution for each ssdn by launching the
Feasible Route Searching Algorithm (FRSA) below. The al-
gorithm is implemented on the Wavelength Graph (WG) of
the network, which is formed by separating every node into
W vertices representing the wavelengths available on the
node, and connecting these vertices with arcs representing
the WCs and the wavelength converters. The details to form
the WG can be found in Appendix B of [13], and the
weight (WEijc) corresponding to a WC wijc is estimated by
WEijc=σ·(G·Mij)/W+ρ·(P·mijc), where Mij and mijc are
the total number of lightpaths routed through eijand wijc in
DP solution respectively; σ and ρ are the estimate coefficients
for the congestion and the rejection respectively. We use
σ=0.01 and ρ=0.005 in the current implementation. This is
a procedure similar to the procedure in [13].

The Feasible Route Searching Algorithm (FRSA) [13]:
Step 1 (Check the Solution of the DP):

Check if the Wavelength Assignment (WA) derived from
the dual solution is viable, i.e., no WC in the WA is occupied
by some other lightpath demands while at the same time there
are still wavelength converters in the WA.

1.1) If the WA from the dual solution is viable, the WA is
assigned to this lightpath. Then go on to the next
lightpath demand in the priority list, and repeat Step 1.

1.2) If the WA from the dual solution is not viable, go to
Step 2.

Step 2 (Find the WA in the Same Route):
Find a viable WA for the lightpath demand in the same route

derived from the dual solution, but with a different WA. The
procedure of this step is the same as MMCSLP [13]. However,
the WG is only made of the fibers and nodes traversed by the
lightpath demand in the dual solution.

2.1) If a viable WA can be found, this lightpath demand
shall monopolize this WA. Then go on to the next

lightpath demand demand, and repeat Step 1.
2.2) If no viable WA can be found, go to Step 3.

Step 3 (Find the WA for One Lightpath Demand with the
MEWA):

Apply the Modified Esau-Williams algorithm (MEWA)2

[13] to find a viable RWA for the lightpath demand.
3.1) If a viable WA can be found, this lightpath demand

shall monopolize all the WCs and converters assigned
by this WA. Then go on to the next lightpath demand,

and repeat Step 1.
3.2) If no viable WA can be found, reject the lightpath

demand. Then go on to the next lightpath demand, and
repeat Step 1.

After we obtain the RWA for ssdn, if ssdn is to be associated
with an existing lightpath t′sdn (see Section III-A), we have
to decide whether ssdn should be re-routed (or use the RWA
of the existing lightpath), by using the following estimation
procedure:

1) If there is a feasible route found in FRSA, we
compute the estimated cost of ssdn as Csdn =∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤X′

ij

WEijcδ
sdn
ijc . Otherwise, Csdn = ∞.

2) We compute the estimate cost of the existing route as
C ′

sdn =
∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤X′

ij

δ′ijc
sdnWEijc. The ‘gain’ for re-

routing ssdn is then computed as Gsdn = C ′
sdn − Csdn.

3) If ς·Gsdn > Q, then use the newly found route (βsdn=
1). Otherwise use the existing route (βsdn= 0), where ς is
the estimated coefficient, and we use Q/6 in the current
implementation.

In the last stage of the heuristic algorithm, we use the
following Insolvency Disconnection Procedure to disconnect
the ‘insolvent’ ssdn’s. Let MC be the number of the most
congested links (i.e., the number of links having the same
congestion γ). The ‘congestion cost’ of going through one
most-congested link is defined as CC=G/ (W · MC). The
‘congestion cost’ of ssdn is defined as CCsdn=NMsdn·CC,
where NMsdn is the number of most congested links ssdn goes
through. The ‘revenue’ of ssdn (denoted as Rsdn) equals its
rejection penalty Psdk (See the definition of Psdk in Section
III-B). Then an ssdn is ‘insolvent’, if Rsdn < CCsdn, and will
be disconnected according to the following procedure.

1) If γ = 0, stop the heuristic algorithm. Otherwise calculate
MC and CCsdn.

2) For each of the MC most congested links eij , find one
‘insolvent’ ssdn that goes through eij , and store it into a
list L.

3) If each of the MC most congested links has at least one
‘insolvent’ ssdn, then disconnect all the ssdn’s stored in
list L. Go to Step.1;

Otherwise terminate the heuristic algorithm.

D. Computation Complexity

The dual solution is minimized when both RWSS and CGSS
are minimized (See Section V-A). The complexity of solving

2In essence, the MEWA algorithm tries to find a viable lightpath that might
result in a low overall resource usage. Readers are referred to [13] for details.
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Fig. 4. NSFNET with 14 nodes and 21 links.

Fig. 5. Lightpath demand matrix for the coming rearrangement session.

each Isdn is the same as the complexity of MMCSLP [13],
i.e., O((N + W )NW). By grouping the Isdn’s with the same
source node, we can solve all Isdn’s with O((N +W )N2W ).
The worst-case time complexity for the sorting operation is
Σ(s,d)O(Hsdlog(Hsd)), and thus the overall complexity to
solve DP is O((N + W )N2W ) + Σ(s,d)O(Hsdlog(Hsd)).

The worst case complexity for the Insolvency Disconnection
Procedure is O(EWlog(E) + ZW2), where E is the number of
links, and Z is the number of ssdn’s. The complexity of the
rest part of the heuristic algorithm is O(Z(ZlogZ+(NW)2)),
which has been analyzed in [13]. Therefore the overall
complexity of the heuristic algorithm is O(Z2logZ + Z
(NW)2+EWlog(E)).

E. Evaluation of a Feasible Routing Scheme

We use the duality gap, which is defined as (J∗ − q∗)
(generally > 0) [28], to evaluate the performance of our
routing scheme. The value of the objective function J of any
feasible routing scheme obtained is an upper bound on the
optimal objective J∗. The optimum value of the dual function
q∗, on the other hand, is a lower bound of J∗. The value
(J − q) provides an upper bound to the duality gap, so that
even without obtaining the exact optimum, we can still know
that the distance of the sub-optimal solution is within a certain
range from the optimum.

VI. VERIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We compute the duality gap on the 14-node NSFNET
topology as shown in Fig. 4 to test the capability of our
proposed algorithm. Each link has only one fiber and each
fiber has W WCs. The lightpath demands are shown in Fig.
5, where the horizontal and vertical indexes are the source
and destination nodes, respectively. Specifically, the number

Fig. 6. Simulated lightpath demand matrix for the previous rearrangement
session.

on the ith row and the jth column represents the number of
lightpath demands from node i to j(Nij), which takes random
values between 0 and 3. We first use the same optimization
procedure as [13] on the traffic matrix shown in Fig. 6 for
100 iterations in order to generate the existing lightpaths
from the previous session. The detailed RWA map of every
existing lightpath have been documented in [29]. Most of the
results from our algorithm in the NSFNET example can be
obtained within 5 minutes running on a personal computer
with Windows XP R©, Centrino R© 1.6GHz CPU and 512M
RAM. The computation time complexity is similar to the
algorithm in [13] because the same LRSM framework used.
The readers are referred to [13] for the computation time
testing, the large network application and the computation time
reduction by reusing Lagrange multiplier values. Note that
our optimization algorithm can optimize any input matrix and
does not depend on the statistical properties of the incoming
demands. Please also note that our algorithm can also be used
to deal with the one-by-one style incremental/decremental
traffic change, if the new lightpath demand matrix (comparing
with the existing lightpath matrix) has one more lightpath
demand or one less lightpath demand.

A. Effect of Different Factors in The Semi-Dynamic Rear-
rangement

To simplify our study, we set the rejection penalty of the last
lightpath demand for every (s, d) to the same value (although
not required), i.e., Psdk = P , if k = Nsd (see Section III-B).
We first use number of wavelengths W=11, rejection penalty
P=100, rejection penalty stepsize S=2, and congestion penalty
G=100 to study the network behaviors under heavy traffic.

The new lightpath demands and the existing lightpaths are
correlated through Constraints (g) and (h), as well as the re-
routing penalty Q. Note that when Q=0, the situation is the
same as the static RWA problems studied in [13] and [14],
which means the existing lightpath can be freely re-routed
without any penalty. Fig. 7 shows the trade-off between the
number of rejected lightpath demands and the number of re-
routed lightpaths, as Q changes without wavelength converter
(Fic=0) (the parameters are shown on the top of the graph).
We can see that as Q increases (before Q reaches 400), more
lightpath demands are rejected, and fewer lightpaths are re-
routed. After Q reaches 400, both values stopped changing,
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Fig. 7. The number of rejected lightpath demands and the number of re-
routed lightpaths.

Fig. 8. The comparison of different number of wavelength converters.

due to the hard constraints that have to be satisfied. This
is similar to the dynamic RWA problems, where no existing
lightpaths are allowed to be routed.

Fig. 8 shows the influence of Q for different Fic (the number
of converters) values. We can see in Fig. 8 that the contribution
of the wavelength conversion around Q=0 is marginal (i.e., the
curves of Fic=0 and Fic=1 are not far apart), which conforms
to the results of [13] and [14]. However, as Q increases, the
contribution of the wavelength conversion is becoming more
significant (increased by about 300%). All curves increase
with Q, until the limitation from other constraints sets in
(around Q=400). Increasing the conversion capacity (from
Fic=1 to Fic=2) or increasing the conversion degree v (see
Fig. 9) does not have any further impact. (Note that v=1
means no wavelength conversion capability.) We can thus
come to the conclusion that the wavelength conversion results
in fewer network re-routings, and it is worthwhile to install
wavelength converters in a network that does not allow free
rearrangements. For the wavelength conversion architecture in
this paper, it is demonstrated that more wavelength converters

Fig. 9. Influence of different conversion degrees v.

Fig. 10. The congestion γ and the number of rejected lightpath demands.

(Fic >1) or higher conversion degree (v >2) does not generate
better results than the lowest arrangement (Fic=1, v=2).

For the lightly-loaded network, we want to distribute the
traffic in the network and thus need to minimize Gγ. We
can simply use the same traffic demand matrix and increase
the number of wavelengths (W ) on the links to simulate
the lightly-loaded network. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the
results obtained for W=20. We can see from Fig. 11 that our
algorithm generates very good and consistent near-optimum
results. The results are mostly within 3% of the optima. Fig.
10 shows the trade-off between the congestion (γ) and the
number of rejected lightpath demands. We can see that the
congestion goes down and the number of rejected lightpath
demands goes up as congestion penalty G increases. We can
also see the values vary in stages, because our optimization
algorithm tends to distribute the traffic, and there are generally
several the most congested links (of congestion ratio γ). So
every time when γ goes down, more lightpaths on several
links are likely to be disconnected at the same time. We can
see in Fig. 11 that J and q increase linearly with respect to
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Fig. 11. The congestion penalty G vs. the final results of q and J.

Fig. 12. The rejection penalty step size S vs. the number of rejected lightpath
demands.

G. Before G=18,000, J and q increase in response to the
increase of the rejections and the increase of G. After this
point, no more lightpath can be rejected (see Fig. 10) under
the Non-disconnection Constraints (h), and G becomes the
only contributing factor to the increase of J and q values.
Therefore after G=18,000, the slope of the curves becomes
less steep.

Note that when Psdk and Q are set to 0, we are optimizing
the network congestion similar to [17, 25, 31]. As another
interesting experiment, one can disable the congestion objec-
tive by simply setting G to 0. Choosing values for G is quite
experience-dependent, and one needs to try several values to
find out the approximate congestion (γ) in the optimization
result and then to decide the best value (as we have done for
the experiment in Fig. 10).

B. Fairness Study

Fig. 12 to 14 demonstrate the results of the fairness study
for W=20, P=100, G=0, and Q=100. We assign the penalty

Fig. 13. The rejection penalty step size S vs. the disconnection ratio D/T.

Fig. 14. The rejection penalty step size S vs. the final results of q and J.

coefficient G to zero here in order to minimize the influence
from the congestion penalty. Fig. 13 shows the change of
Disconnection Ratio (D/T ) defined in Section III-B-1. Similar
to [13], when S (rejection penalty stepsize) increases, the
algorithm tends to make the rejection fairer (e.g., less totally
disconnected pairs D), at the cost of more rejections. Fig.
14 shows J and q decrease linearly as S increases. This
is mostly because when S increases, the overall rejection
penalty decreases linearly at the same time. Fig. 14 again
demonstrates that our algorithm is highly stable in obtaining
the near-optimal results.

Fig. 15 shows another example of a similated lightpath
demand matrix for the previous session and we use the same
lightpath demand matrix (as Fig. 6) for the coming session.
We use wavelength conversion (Fic = 1 and v= 2) and more
wavelengths (W =16) than the case we studied in Fig. 7. The
result we obtained for the changing of Q is shown in Fig. 16.
We notice similar trade-off patterns to Fig. 7 as Q increases.
However, because there are more wavelengths in the network,
the number of rejected demands is significantly lower. Because
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Fig. 15. Simulated lightpath demand matrix for the previous rearrangement
session.

Fig. 16. The number of rejected lightpath demands and the number of
re-routed lightpaths (W=16).

we use wavelength conversion (Fic = 1 and v= 2) in this case,
the number of re-routed lightpaths are also lower.

We have also used various network matrices and parameters
to test our algorithm and study the network behaviors. We
have observed stable algorithmic performances and behaviors
similar to those shown and discussed above. Generally, to set
the penalty coefficients P , Q and G, the network operator
needs to firstly evalute various costs from the network opera-
tions and to estimate the impacts from unfairness/congestion
in terms of cost. Then some sample runs of the algorithm
with different values should be conducted (similar to Fig.
7 and Fig. 10) to decide the trade-offs and to determine
whether the given coefficients generate desired results. Some
adjustments could be made based on the sample runs. To set
the appropriate coefficients to obtain expected routing scheme,
good computation experience is also helpful.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have successfully formulated and solved
the semi-dynamic network rearrangement problem, which has
not been systematically analyzed and mathematically solved
previously due to formulation difficulties and the lack of
mathematical tools. To relate the current session and the
previous session in the optimization, we have exerted extensive

effort to formulate the problem properly so that it can be
solved mathematically. We proposed a penalty-based objective
function, i.e., penalizing the re-routing of a lightpath, the
rejection of a lightpath demand and the network congestion.
In doing so, the work in [13] was shown to become a special
case of our formulation. Two rules were formulated to ensure
the stability of the network between any node pair, 1) the
capacity allocated has to be more (or equal to) the existing
capacity, if there is more (or the same) capacity demand in
the new session. 2) the capacity allocated has to be equal to
the new demand, if there is less capacity demand in the new
session. We employed the LRSM to solve the complicated for-
mulation with polynomial computation complexity. We have
discovered many network behaviors not previously observed
in the NSFNET computation example, including the real con-
tribution of the wavelength conversion, the trade-offs between
the rejection and the re-routing/congestion, and the influence
of various parameters on the final optimization results. These
behaviors have important bearings for the successful operation
of a semi-dynamic network. At the same time, the correctness
of our formulation and the high efficiency of our solution
methodology have been demonstrated.
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